
The Future is now:  
9 Future Principles



Technology HumanityStriking the right balance between technology and humanity is critical to our future



Technology Humanity







  Future Principle 1: Embrace technology  
but don’t become itbut don’t become it



  Future Principle 2: The future is a  
mindset not a timeframemindset
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Take a broader view: business as usual is dead, or dying



Future Principle 3: Data is the new oil  
We’ll need to regulate the data platforms just like we regulated the oil industry



Meet  
the  
new 

rulers 









    Future Principle 4: Artificial Intelligence will have 
more impact on humanity than the industrial revolution



First we electrified, then we digitised, now we cognify  
(riffing off Kevin Kelly) 



First we electrified, then we digitised, now we cognify  
(riffing off Kevin Kelly) 



The global brain: a €60 Trillion temptation



So, tell me more 
 about your fear  

of AI…



Social intelligence (human) 

Emotional intelligence (human) 

Intellectual intelligence (human) 

Artificial intelligence (machines)



Uninstall the fear, but keep the caution!



For now, the biggest danger is not that machines will take over 
but that we become too much like them



    Future Principle 5: All technological 
progress must result in human flourishing human flourishing



Technology is exponential but humans are not 
How will we leave room for inefficiency, imperfection, mystery, mistakes…? 



Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years 



The 2017 Asilomar AI principle: great overall guidance for the future of technology 

• Human values: all systems should be designed and operated to be compatible 

with ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms and cultural diversity 

• Shared benefit and prosperity: to benefit & empower as many people as possible 

• Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical and societal issues need to be included 

• Responsibility: those that design/build/run these systems are moral stakeholders



  Future Principle 6:  Not including externalities  
in all business models is becoming unsustainable

externalities
unsustainable



Facebook 2012: “Move fast and break things”



Facebook 2018: Broken!



Software… cheating the world?









  Future Principle 7:  Leadership in Digital Ethics 
will be a key competitive advantage

Digital Ethics



Everything-in-the-intelligent-cloud: who will be accountable, beyond ‘making it work’?

SecuritySafety
TrustControl

Regulation

Ethics

accountable



Would you agree that we  
have an ethical imperative 

to harness the power of  
the IoT, AI, Robotics and 
Bio-Technology for the 

collective good of mankind?



    Future Principle 8:  
Goodbye routine, hello human-only workhuman-only work



Anything that can be digitized, automated or virtualized, will be…



But anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   







Future Principle 9 : In this digital future, it is  
our humanity that will make all the differenceour humanity





Conclusions and key take-aways 



Key take-aways

1. Develop a future-mindset: exponential, combinatorial, holistic… 

2. The end of routine: the future of work is humanity on-top of technology (EQ/IQ)  

3. Data is the new oil; AI is bigger than the industrial revolution: time to regulate 

4. Thought-leadership in digital ethics and ‘digital humanity’ is a big opportunity 

5. Embrace technology but don’t become it: all tech should bring human flourishing



Heaven or Hell: our choice! 



We must invest as much in humanity as we invest in technology



Thanks for your time!


